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The higher education self-taught examination is an important education form and 
examination system in China. Taking the transition of self-taught examination as 
study subject, this research integrates historical research method, literature analysis 
and interview to comb the development and evolution of self-taught examination. 
This study mainly focuses on the basic principles and strategies of the self-taught 
examination’s transition. 
Firstly, this paper introduces research subject and significance, core conceptions, 
literature review, thoughts and methods. Secondly，the author reviews the emergence 
of self-taught examination for its reasons and its achievements and failures in order to 
classify and summarize the whole development history of the self-taught Examination. 
Thirdly, author especially focuses on the external environment of the self-taught 
examination, which includes the social background, the influence and status of the 
self-taught examination，the relationship between the self-taught examination and 
other forms of higher education. Fourthly, the present scales and status of self-taught 
examination are analyzed. By interviewing relevant experts, scholars, personnel, and 
students, the author tries to get a deep understanding of the cognition and evaluation 
of the self-taught examination. Finally, the main conclusion of this study is presented, 
and then comes some suggestions and references.  
The research found that, as an education form and examination system, the 
self-taught examination played an important role in social development; however 
there are some problems and difficulties at the same time. The transition of self-taught 
examination is both necessary and possible. The self-taught examination should seize 
the opportunity to meet the current trend of education, adhere to the development 
direction of continuing education, and then working as a critical component of 
lifelong education system to achieve the system innovation. 
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